
Discover the Epic Adventure of Stoneheart
And The Axe: The Horizon Cycle

The Beginning of an Unforgettable Journey

Step into a world where legends come to life and destinies are shaped by a single
swing of the Axe. Stoneheart And The Axe: The Horizon Cycle is an epic fantasy
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novel that will sweep you away into a breathtaking adventure that spans across
time and reality.

Unveiling the Power of Stoneheart

In the heart of The Horizon Cycle lies the enigmatic character of Stoneheart, a
young warrior with a mysterious past. From the moment he grips the enchanted
Axe in his hand, he is thrust into a tumultuous world filled with perilous quests,
ancient prophecies, and mythical creatures at every corner.
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Stoneheart: A Hero Like No Other

Stoneheart possesses qualities that make him a true hero. Armed with
unwavering determination, unmatched strength, and an unbreakable spirit,
Stoneheart embarks on a quest to rid the lands of evil and restore peace to a
world teetering on the edge of chaos.

Into the Depths of The Horizon Cycle
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As Stoneheart journeys through different realms and battles against formidable
foes, readers are transported into an immersive experience where they witness
breathtaking landscapes, both serene and treacherous alike.

The Magic of The Axe

The enchanted Axe acts as both a weapon and a guide for Stoneheart, helping
him navigate the vast expanses of The Horizon Cycle. Its power resonates within
him, making every swing a display of sheer prowess. The reader will find
themselves holding their breath as Stoneheart unleashes the full force of the Axe,
striking down evil and restoring harmony.

The Temptations of Darkness

Stoneheart's journey is fraught with battles not only against external forces of
darkness but also against his own inner demons. The allure of power and the
seductive whispers of the malevolent forces that lurk in the shadows will test
Stoneheart's resolve.
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A Tale of Hope and Redemption

Stoneheart's struggle against darkness serves as a metaphor for the internal
battles we all face. Through his hardships, we see the triumph of the human
spirit, reminding us that redemption and hope are always within reach, no matter
how dire the circumstances may be.

The Legacy of The Horizon Cycle

Stoneheart And The Axe: The Horizon Cycle is a timeless work of fiction that
captures the imagination and leaves an indelible mark on the reader's heart. With
its rich lore, well-developed characters, and enthralling plot, this epic fantasy
novel will continue to inspire generations to come.
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Embark on Your Own Adventure

Are you ready to join Stoneheart on his perilous quest? Prepare yourself for an
unforgettable journey by grabbing a copy of Stoneheart And The Axe: The
Horizon Cycle, and immerse yourself in a world of magic, heroism, and destiny.
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What happens on the Island . . . Stays on the Island.

Horizon Island is a sleepy fishing community off the coast of Maine. In the
summer, tourists flock to its picturesque wharf and explore its beautiful hiking
trails. In the winter, the locals board up their shops and fight shape-shifting
monsters. Of course, this isn't in the brochures.

They are Clan, a magical warrior race. And they are the only ones keeping the
mysterious and murderous Terrors from overrunning the world.

Nicia Silverthread doesn’t live on the Island, but she knows the truth about the
Clan. She’s the daughter of an outcast. Although she has magic within her, she’s
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no warrior. But when she learns her grandma is dying, Nicia is determined to see
her one last time. Sneaking back onto the Island is easy, but to leave...?

All she has to do is break a few magically bound contracts, destroy a Terror unlike
any other, catch a murderer before they strike again, find a flower on a mountain
not-quite-of-this-world, and stop herself from falling for a fiance she never wanted
in the first place.

Definitely not in the brochure.
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